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The Sierra Club's Sacramento chapter is asking city and county officials to move hundreds of homeless residents along the American River Parkway into shelters and safe ground spaces, citing an ...
Sierra Club asks Sacramento County to move homeless, citing tripling of American River fires
The word 'chutzpah' comes to mind. [The attorney's] repeated violations of the bankruptcy rules and the code, along with counsel’s lack of candor, more than justified entry of the fee order, Judge ...
'Chutzpah Comes to Mind': Court Disgorges Attorney Fee, Citing Lawyer's Misconduct
A new report highlights a disproportionate increase in salaries of top university administrators such as deans when compared with the salaries of other employees including instructional support ...
Citing new economic analysis, unions claim U.Md. College Park is underpaying its staff
He is currently scheduled to speak on campus for an event hosted by the Georgetown Law chapter of Students for Justice in Palestine ... school’s anti-discrimination policy. When pushed to cite ...
Georgetown Law Dean Defends Hosting Antisemite, Citing Previous Speakers Who ‘Find Gay Marriage Immoral’
Beware priests who quote Scripture only selectively, especially when they are also dishonestly selective in quoting the Constitution.
Priest plays a deceitful game in condemning a coach's public prayer
While some 900 U.S. troops remain deployed on Syrian soil to counter ISIS, the territorial defeat of the terrorist group in early 2019 marked the closing of that chapter for many ... information ...
We cannot ignore Syria’s emergence as a narco-state
T he cord-cutting movement is still going strong, to be sure. Leichtman Research Group estimates roughly 4.7 million U.S. households canceled their cable television service in 202 ...
Cable TV's Cord-Cutting Headwind Just Started a New Chapter
InfoWars and two other companies owned by Alex Jones have filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in the face of legal challenges, including defamation lawsuits filed after the right-wing media personality ...
Alex Jones’ InfoWars Files for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy in Face of Sandy Hook Lawsuits
Edgemere is a sinking ship,’ says Intercity Investment in countersuit against senior home blaming landlord for its financial woes.
‘Edgemere is a sinking ship,’ says landlord in countersuit against senior home
It’s evidently impossible to write about Rolando Hinojosa-Smith and not compare him to William Faulkner. I couldn’t find a single obituary for the ...
Rolando Hinojosa-Smith Was A Literary Chronicler of Texas’s Borderlands
InfoWars and two other companies owned by right-wing conspiracy theorist Alex Jones filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy amid several defamation lawsuits.
Alex Jones’ InfoWars Filed for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy Amid Sandy Hook Defamation Lawsuits
After 37 years of service for the Hopewell Area School District, Gino Stephens rides off into retirement having impacted many lives over the years.
'One of a kind:' Hopewell custodian Gino Stephens calls it a career after 37 years
This state of affairs predates the current pandemic, when climate change, aging populations, data privacy, and exploding inequality, to cite a few, were already pushing institutions to the brink. We ...
7 - Transforming Business Schools into Lighthouses of Hope for a Sustainable Future
Douglas Stangeland, 58, had a heart attack a day after a jury reached a verdict in the botched kidnapping case and has not fully recovered since.
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